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Eden was built as the perfect fantasy reality. Instead of being a means of entertainment for its

players, it became a world where the rich extort the poor to fight and die for their own amusement.

As a pawn, your life is your own. But death in the game doesn't mean you reload and start over.

When you die in Eden, you die in the real world. Sometimes survival comes at the cost of another's

life. What will you leave behind when the only certainty in life is your death?This Omnibus includes

all five Standalone Permadeath Legacy stories:Blacksalt SlayerCrimson NightmareKilling

PawnsGilded ObsessionManmade Monsters
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I like dark fantasy and litrpg. However, I am very disappointed in these tales. The grammar was OK,

the characters were very overdone, and the setting just was because the author said so no

explanation included. I should have listened to my inner voice and not bought this book it was a

complete waste. If books came with a money back guarantee I would be asking for my money back.



The stories in this collection are sort of one continuous overarching plot, just viewed from different

perspectives and at different times. That is not to say that both authors focus on the same plot, but

they both have their own separate plots in the world of Eden. I'd reccomend focusing on finishing

one set of works by a single author before reading the other set as it's more coherent that way and

the change from first to third person is less jarring.That said, it's a pretty good read, the world is a

virtual reality governed by the "Elite" in the actual reality and as is standard for these kinds of

setups, if you die in the game, you die in real life. One of the best parts of this setup and writing

style, is that if you don't like a particular main character, the good news is they are only the main

character for a single novella so there will always be another one to wash it away.All in all, good

read, definitely worth keeping an eye on these authors.

I've read all of thier stories thus far and to finally have a physical copy is much more rewarding. The

book itself feels good and doesnt feel like a cheap print job.Really happy to have the first volume

compiled together

I have yet to buy this product (not exactly a great time). However, having read a few of the

contained stories this is certainly on my soon to be purchased list. The world itself is reminiscent of

other popular themes but has enough of a unique twist to not feel played out and stale. The

character are well developed and the writing style itself is amazingly entertaining. I've read a few of

the contained stories and truly can not wait to dive into the rest.

This series is one of the best I have ever read! The story is easy to follow yet has many twists and

turns that makes the reader compelled to buy the next in the series! So to finally have them in a

collection just made me even more excited. Even though I am not a heavy reader, I feel any who

enjoy the sci-fi genre would take pleasure in reading! I am definitely going to recommend this to all

of my friends and would heavily suggest for anyone considering!!
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